
East Africa’s Leading
Pet Magazine.



WHO 
WE ARE

What is the first thing that comes to 
your mind when you think of a pet

      AdorAble
      Spoiled 
      intelligent

Very Important Pet’s is a new publication that is focused 
on understanding the little world of pets and how much 
these adorable animals make our world a better place. 
Pet owners are always looking for information on how 
they can keep their animal companions comfy, happy and 
healthy.

Ever noticed how people stare at those cute Japanese 
Spitz being walked in the neighborhood or in the parks?  
Or even the funny scared looks some German Shepherds 
get, leaving the owner seriously amused?  Pets have 
become a fun yet comforting part of our community, in 
the modern lifestyle. 

To bring this into perspective, Very Impawtant Pets  is 
a well compiled 64- page magazine that not only talks 
about how cute , loving and fun it is to have a pet but 
also the do’s and don’ts of having them and living with 
them.  VIP is truly focused and passionate on encouraging 
responsible pet ownership. Simply put; the ultimate pet 
lovers’ guide. Being East Africa’s leading Pet Magazine, 

VIP is set to deliver on its promise on versatile topics, 
being  informative, entertaining and most importantly, 
educative.

To bring you all this, a group of highly motivated pet- 
loving individuals from all walks of life, sourced from 
reputable media houses and equipped with training 
on what grasps a reader from the first to the last page. 
They will ensure that VIP magazine does not become a 
template of some sort but rather has a fresh and edgy 
perspective in every issue.

Our adage: “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”
As an option for Advertisements, VIP is coming up with a 
new concept that is yet to be tested in the local market. 
In partnership with Marketing and Advertising Firms the 
magazine will feature specialized advertisements that will 
not only be designed to appeal to the intended target 
market but also priced reasonably. 

The magazine will be visually appealing given our quality 
policy and still, photographers with a unique eye will 
ensure that each page fits the bill and can pass as an 
artistic pin-up in any room of a cottage home.



POSITIONING STATEMENT
VIP was established to provide a platform within which 
the East African Community can explore and understand 
the extraordinarily diverse world of Pets. It addresses 
issues that impact pet owners, pet lovers and pets 
themselves. Its uniqueness is the fact that it’s the first and 
only East African Pet Magazine published by a company 
with a proven track record in the development and 
delivery of quality orientated niche market publications. 

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE.
The publication is a continuation of a hugely successful 
existing Pet Business by the same name; VIP. In fact, the 
publication is a Joint venture between this existing and 
successfully trading Pet Company and Harriet group, a 
highly respected Karen-Based Publication and Strategic 
Marketing Business. 

Published Bi Monthly, VIP will be the only pet magazine 
in the entire East African region. It focuses exclusively 
on pets but is not limited to a particular animal hence a 
focus a very diverse portfolio of pets included but limited 
to; Dogs, cats, fish, rabbits, horses, guinea pigs, parrots 
among other pets. The publication quality is assured 
in terms of content provided since the stakeholders 
underpinning the publication are avid pet owners 
and they have a profound empathy with the world of 
Pets. The Publishers also have a proven track record 
introducing new publications into the market and have an 
existing robust distribution partner. 



Editorial / Dear master – The editor will engage the 
reader in small talk. A one on one welcoming gesture that 
gives insight about the magazine in 4-5 paragraphs.

Cuddles – This segment allows the readers to contribute 
to the content of the magazine through comments and 
pets selfies. This is easily attained by the help of social 
media which enables a one to one communication forum 
with the readers.

Super pet – Super pet, just as the name suggests, talks 
about the little things that our pets do that really impact 
our lives. This is column is key as it not only shows the 
importance of our pets but show off how intelligent they 
can be. 

Petshionista – A critical team of fashionistas will analyze 
the various trends in the pet fashion industry both locally 
and internationally.

Fishy Business – Opposed to the initial meaning of this 
phrase, fishy business is all about the dos and don’ts 
when it comes to keeping a fish as a pet.

Smart Bites – Our writers will keep you on the knowhow 
on ways of preparing the easiest and fastest pet food 
delicacies that will leave your pet running to its bowl 
when its snack time. VIP is keen on promoting healthy 
food for pets through educating and sensitizing our 
readers on the same. 

Discover me – This is an informative and educative 
segment mainly targeting the beginners when it comes to 
keeping a pet. It will give the reader in depth insight on 
the different breeds of various pets that one can keep and 

all about the animal in focus.

Sniffed out - Highlights all the issues pertaining dogs and 
how to keep a dog’s tail wagging.

Paws on – This is a general column that talks about 
various issues affecting the lives of pets , from hygiene, 
age, to relationship with their owners and basically all 
lifestyle issues associated with pets.

Out and About – The best part about keeping a pet 
is the fun activities you can do together. Pet owners 
should know specific details about training pets, walking 
them, environments that are pet friendly, travel and fun 
activities or sports that one can engage their pet in.

Funky Meow ¬ The writers take time to focus on the 
feline species and all the amazing facts concerned with 
keeping cats.

Entertainment – This magazine will fill in the readers 
on the latest celebrities caught out with their pets and 
what pets they have. Moreover, various reviews on 
applications, gadgets and animations related to pets will 
be accessed. Some fun facts to lighten the mood cannot 
be left out as well.

Health 101- Has articles ranging from preventive care to 
ways of handling specific injuries or illnesses that might 
affect a pet. Health 101 gives the pet owner an avenue to 
explore specific health options relating to different breeds 
and certain lifestyles of pets. These articles have a life 
stage approach from newborn needs, all the way to the 
aging pet.

MAGAzINE CONTENTS



TARGET READERS 
VIP targets pet owners as well as the potential pet 
owners. Since this is the only pet magazine in East Africa, 
it guarantees advertisers exclusive exposure and wide 
coverage. It will be made available in all malls in the 
major urban centers in East Africa.  With this in mind, 
the Publishers have an existing National and regional 
distribution partnership agreement in place and have 
a proven track record in the publication of 5 additional 
Titles. 

DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY
VIP is a pet magazine that specifically targets the pet 
owner in the East African region. The partnership 
with Jetsam guarantees an initial distribution of two 
thousand copies per issue. Organizational subscriptions 
are projected to be not less than 20%. Individual 
subscriptions are also projected to grow to over 40%.  
Using the networks established in  hotels, schools, Coffee 
Shops, vets, pet spas and malls, the readers will easily 
access the magazines in waiting rooms.  The magazine 
is available in hard copy and is competitively priced to 
reflect the Publishers policy on maximizing exposure of 
the brand.

READERS PROFILE
VIP has a wide readership profile being that it’s a family 
magazine. From the child who just got a dog or a cat 
to the teenager learning to ride his horse to the single 
lady whose best friend is ‘precious’ to the married 
couple who just got an aquarium to the retired dad who 

wants to dedicate time to his Rottweiler. The VIP reader 
is a passionate and dedicated pet keeper and animal 
lover.  The articles over time will completely change the 
mentality of the East African community about pets as 
pet owners and potential pet owners come to appreciate 
the diversity of choice and pleasures associated with 
having a healthy Pet. 

PROMOTION
Working hand in hand with the publishing team is the 
Harriet Group Strategic Marketing team- 360O Marketing. 
This assures that all the articles meet the human interest 
of the reader and guarantee reader satisfaction. The 
publication will be unconditionally supported by the 
entire portfolio of ICTs for example social media, websites 
and the print media. It will also be supported directly 
throughout all Group Publications. As Harriet group are 
also involved in Event Management then it follows we 
plan to bring the Publication to market in as diverse a 
way as we possibly can.  Concurrently the Harriet group 
Partner’s core business will be a SOLID PLATFORM of 
mutually beneficial support and guidance on the strategic 
development of the publication going forward. With that 
in mind, we plan a number of supporting campaigns 
designed to launch the project and breathe life into its 
initial flight. Also, social events like pet fashion shows will 
enable the reader get more insight on what the magazine 
is all about and have an opportunity to experience 
practically what pet keeping entails. Occasionally, guest 
writers are invited to give their expert opinion in regards 
to certain topics as the magazine grows.



RATE CARD

DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

PAGE 2 (INSIDE COVER) 90,000

PAGE 3,5 & 7 (PRIME PAGES) 80,000

PAGE 67 (INSIDE COVER) 90,000

PAGE 68 (BACK PAGE) 100,000

VIP BUSINESS GUIDE (QUATER PAGE) 15,000

60,000

TERMS & CONDITIONS:
1. All payments are made upfront following artwork submission/approval.
2. Cash once paid is not refundable.

ADVERTORIAL FEATURES (2 PAGES) 50,000

A5 INSERTS ( INCLUSIVE OF PRINT)

LOVE IS A FOUR-LEGGED WORLD

Love is a Four-Legged Worl d



Kitusuru Office 
Kitusuru Rd, 2.5 D first gate on the right

+254 722 123 123 | 731 200 123 | (020) 2439 773
info@veryimpawtantpets.com

facebook.com/veryimpawtantpets
twitter.com/veryimpawtantpets

Karen Office 
Karen Triangle Mall, Karen Rd
+254 713 090 483| 713 090 473 

info@vipmagazine-ea.com
www.vipmagazine-ea.com

facebook.com/vipmagazine
twitter.com/vipmagazine


